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Heart Tea Light Cover 
Materials Dimensions Accessories/Tools/Etc. 
More Amore Specialty DSP one heart   Primrose Petals ink 
Window Sheets 4” x 8” Artisan Embellishments Kit 
White Vellum Card Stock 4” x 7 15/16”  
Hearts a Flutter Stamp Set   
5/8” Crochet Trim 9” approx.  
Pool Party 3/8” Ruffled Ribbon 10” approx.  
Big Shot   Adhesives: Sticky Strip, Glue Dots, 
Hearts a Flutter Framelits Dies  Multipurpose Liquid Glue 

 

 
Step-By-Step Directions 

 
   1. Stamp Heart outline from Hearts a Flutter stamp set in Primrose Petal ink on the piece of 

vellum.  Start by stamping one heart in the center (you will be using this one heart as a guide 
later).  Randomly stamp hearts around this one.  Take your time stamping on the vellum, it can 
smear easily.  Set aside this piece until dry. 

 
   2. Once your vellum piece is dry, place sticky strip on one 4” edge.  Tape edges together creating 

cylinder.    
 
   3. Place sticky strip on one 4” edge of window sheet.  Adhere ends together creating cylinder.  

Place this cylinder over the vellum one.  (They fit snugly, so a tip is to fold in the vellum 
cylinder a little, be sure not to crease it, and then slide it in and let it unfold.)  Twist pieces to 
line up seams. 

 
   4. Cut one heart out of the laser cut More Amore Specialty DSP.  Stamp the little hearts image 

from Hearts a Flutter stamp set in Primrose Petals in the center of the laser cut heart. Cut the 
stamped heart out of the center of the laser cut heart, using the small heart from the Hearts a 
Flutter Framelits Die.  Save the little heart for a later step.  Apply little dots of Multipurpose 
Liquid Glue to the back of the big heart.  Glue to the front of the window sheet, centering 
around the stamped center heart on the vellum.  Let dry.  

 
   5. Cut a piece of 5/8” Crochet Trim to fit around the cylinders and overlap about ¼”.  Place Sticky 

Strip along the back of the crochet trim.  Starting in the front, where you would like your heart 
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and flower embellishment to be, adhere the crochet trim to the cylinder.   
 
   6. Cut a piece of Pool Party 3/8” Ruffled Ribbon to fit around the cylinder plus 1” if you would 

like a little ‘tail’ to show.  Cut one end at an angle, for the ‘tail’.  Place Sticky Strip on the back 
of the ribbon, ending about ¾” away from the tail.  Adhere to the cylinder on top of the crochet 
trim. 

 
   7. Take the little heart you cut out earlier and adhere the smaller very vanilla resign flower from 

the Artisan Embellishment Kit to the center of this heart using Glue Dots or Multipurpose 
Liquid Glue.  Let dry. 

 
   8.     Once that is dry, adhere to the front of the cylinder covering trim edges, using Glue Dots or 

Multipurpose Liquid Glue.  
 

SU Catalog Products Used  
Item # Description Price/Ea. Page # 
101856 White Vellum Card Stock $6.50 160 
114323 Window Sheets $4.95 173 
118481 5/8” Crochet Trim $6.95 152 
122975 Pool Party 3/8” Ruffled Ribbon $9.95 172 
126858 Primrose Petals Ink Pad $5.95 152 
113439 Big Shot $99.95 186 
104294 Sticky Strip Adhesive $6.95 177 
103683 Glue Dots $4.95 177 
110755 Tombow Multi-Purpose Adhesive $3.95 177 

 Spring Catalog:   
131097 Hearts a Flutter Bundle (clear) – Includes stamps & framelits $36.95 11 
131098 Hearts a Flutter Bundle (wood) – Includes stamps & framelits $42.95 11 
130159 Hearts a Flutter Framelits $24.95 11 
129252 Hearts a Flutter Stamp Set (clear) $18.95 11 
129249 Hearts a Flutter Stamp Set (wood) $25.95 11 
129328 Artisan Embellishments Kit $9.95 10 

All stamped images are copyright© STAMPIN' UP!® All content, including photographs, text, instructions and 
design work, is ©StampAcademy. Our designs and projects are for personal inspiration only and may not be 
copied for the purpose of publication, contest submissions, blog entry or profit. You may use these projects for 
an in-person class but you cannot share the tutorials in a digital format or sell them online. The directions 
cannot be shared with non-class participants. You may not post any of the projects on your blog or website. If 
someone is interested in the instructions, please direct them to us. Mail@StampAcademy.com. Thank you for 
adhering to our copyright guidelines! Enjoy your projects! 
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